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Ageing, Adaptation and The Curious Cases of Benjamin Button

Of the life of Benjamin Button between his twelfth and twenty-first year I intend to say little.  Suffice to record that they were years of normal ungrowth. (21) 1

F. Scott’s Fitzgerald’s short story “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button” (1922) is told by an anonymous first-person narrator who recounts the life of Benjamin Button from his birth in Baltimore in 1860, to his death in the late 1920s. Benjamin’s case is curious because he ages in reverse, this conceit apparently inspired by Mark Twain’s comment that ‘It is a pity that the best part of life comes at the beginning, and the worst part at the end’ (cited in Gery 495). In 2008 Fitzgerald’s story was adapted into a film, directed by David Fincher.2 The film dispenses with the narrator, supplying a frame story set in New Orleans in 2005; as Hurricane Katrina approaches, Benjamin’s daughter learns her father’s story while visiting her dying mother, Daisy, in hospital. Benjamin (Brad Pitt) also has a different biography – he is born in 1918, in New Orleans, and dies in 2003. It is the contention of this article that the narrator’s casual attitude, above, dismissing the period of Benjamin’s existence probably best described by the term ‘adolescence’, is also ‘curious’, although it has not been noted as such. This article accounts for the narrator’s curious attitude. To do so, it is necessary to examine the short story and film’s representations of age and ageing. This, in turn, opens the way for a reading of Fitzgerald’s story and its film adaptation in relation to a key question in studies of adaptation generally – that of what passes from one text to another in the process of adaptation – particularly as this question is framed by Kamilla Elliott:

Adaptation lies between the rock of a post-Saussurean insistence that form does not and cannot separate from content and the hard place of poststructualism’s debunking of content, of original and local signifieds alike. If words and images do not and cannot translate, and if form does not and cannot separate from content (whether because of their mandated insoluble bond or because content is simply an illusion), then what remains to pass between a novel and a film in adaptation?
(3)

The adaptation of “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button” presents a useful case study for consideration of the critical conundrum Elliott poses, because it is an example of adaptation in terms of form (from short story to film) and content (in both texts, Benjamin’s story is about whether and how he adapts to his society – more precisely, to its conventions regarding the experiences and narratives of human development and aging). The narrator’s decision that ‘it will suffice’ to dismiss Benjamin’s adolescence as a time of ‘normal ungrowth’ constitutes a puzzle which, when solved, assists in providing an answer to the question Elliott asks.
Strikingly, Elliott notes that adaptation is commonly as depicted as ‘between’. She acknowledges the tendency to position adaptation, as theoretical, abstract category (and perhaps additionally in Linda Hutcheon’s sense of adaptation as ‘product’ (7)), ‘between’ the rock and hard place of structuralism and post-structuralism. She then focuses on a less generalised (but still not specific) example, that of adapting a novel to film, in order to ask what ‘pass[es] between’ both in adaptation. (Here she focuses on adaptation in Hutcheon’s sense of ‘process’ (7)). In the very specific instance of adapting Fitzgerald’s narrator’s comment, above, nothing passes between novel and film. Rather, an absence is turned into a presence, because the film devotes considerable attention to Benjamin’s life between his twelfth and twenty-first years, years Fitzgerald’s narrator declines to represent. This suggests that the narrator’s comments are perceived as inadequate. For the film adaptation, it does not suffice to record Benjamin’s adolescence as one of ‘normal ungrowth.’ Saying nothing about Benjamin’s life ‘between’ ages twelve and twenty-one constitutes a gap, filled by the film. This example reveals that it may not suffice to conceptualise the process of adaptation as primarily involving something passing from one text to another. Indeed, Elliott’s own work on adaptation suggests as much. She argues that ‘looking glass analogies and practices’ function to ‘establish practices where interdisciplinary paradoxes are both reconciled and maintained, points where categorical differentiation and analogical affinity, visual and verbal representations, and form and content inhere inversely in each other’ (244). This article suggests that conceiving of adaptation as the process of negotiating gaps can also achieve these effects – additionally, embracing precisely the ‘pernicious tendency to invert and twist endlessly’ which Elliott finds (and appears to fault) in looking glass aesthetics and criticism (244). The process of negotiating gaps is, therefore, more resistant to the various binary logics which seem to lurk in the looking glass aesthetic, and which Elliott desires to escape.
Elliott’s locating of adaptation as doubly ‘between’ suggests that gaps are important to adaptation. Referring to the gap created as a result of a spectator’s work of recall when viewing an adaptation, Christine Geraghty suggests that 

[. . .] this awareness of a gap, between what is being referred to in the work of recall involved in the adaptation and what we see on screen, can also, as we’ll see, be discussed in relation to other elements – in the rendering of landscape, for instance, or in the use of costumes. (4)

While urging consideration of ‘other elements’, Geraghty only considers gaps in relation to acts of recall. This risks prioritising the issue of fidelity in adaptation, shown by many critics to problematically assume and privilege an ‘original’ text.3 This article demonstrates that gaps are much more helpful in thinking about adaptation than Geraghty suggests. With reference to Fitzgerald’s story and the film adaptation, this is demonstrated in three significant ways. Fitzgerald’s narrator’s decision to exclude Benjamin’s adolescence from discussion, and the film’s adaptation of this, have much to do with the creation and erasure of gaps. Both short story and film use gaps in order to read age, and to explore Benjamin’s reverse aging.  The ways in which they do so illuminate Elliott’s references to form and content, revealing the usefulness of revising formulations of the process of adaptation as involving something which passes ‘between’, in favour of a conceptualisation of adaptation (as process and as product, describing the relation of one text to another and an aspect of human development) as involving the negotiation of gaps. 
Hutcheon notes that adapting a novel to film may involve ‘subtraction or contraction’ of parts of the novel because time constraints limit what can be represented on film. Adapting a short story to film often requires expansion and addition of material (19). The film bestows on Benjamin’s daughter – a character who does not appear in the short story – the surname Fuller, nicely illustrating her function (she fills time). Yet here, as in the instance of the film’s reversal of Fitzgerald’s narrator’s decision (‘it will suffice’), more is at work than expediency. After all, Benjamin’s reverse aging necessitates, and arguably is predicated upon, a curious relationship to time. The narrator’s decision to ignore a particular period of Benjamin’s life is therefore surely significant, another decision not made simply for expediency. If, as Leerom Medovoi argues, ‘Age categories might be thought of as the crystallised or reified forms of the practices that represent an individual’s temporality, understood more precisely as one’s position within that duration that imaginatively corresponds to the life span’ (658), what does it mean to resist the label ‘adolescence’ in favour of the phrase ‘normal ungrowth’? Medovoi frames the relationship of age categories to ‘practices’ in terms of form(s) and content, but the narrator’s resistance towards the term ‘adolescence’ suggests that this category is an inadequate form for the practices which represent Benjamin’s temporality. However, just why this is so is initially unclear.
 Adolescence was first constructed around the time that Fitzgerald’s Benjamin is born – in the mid-nineteenth century. A series of changes in family structures and individual life patterns, caused by the industrial revolution, had a particular impact on the lives of young people, making them more visible, their experiences distinct from those of children and adults.4 When Fitzgerald wrote his short story in the early 1920s, adolescence had become the focus of much theorising and discussion – and, importantly, celebration, illustrated by Fitzgerald himself in This Side of Paradise (1920).5 The narrator assumes ‘it will suffice’ to note that Benjamin’s adolescent development constitutes ‘normal ungrowth’ partly because a 1920s audience would be familiar with the category of adolescence and ‘practices’ to which it referred. However, this was not necessarily the case during the years in Benjamin’s life (from 1872-1880) regarding which the narrator ‘say[s] little’. The narrator’s conceptualisation of adolescence is anachronistic, deliberately so. Benjamin is rendered more curious if he is seen to diverge from a ‘crystallised or reified form’ (adolescence) – albeit, one less crystallised than the narrator suggests. This anachronism also enables the narrator to make a satirical observation regarding a phenomenon with which the story and film are much concerned; the strength of ‘the force of custom’ (19). Humour is found in the fact that by the time Benjamin is twelve, he, his family, and his community have adapted to his ‘normal ungrowth’. In making these points, though, the narrator is dependent on the fact that adolescence, too, was subject to ‘the strange force of custom’, normalised and universalised (given crystallised, reified form) over a period of about forty years. 
The narrator’s avoidance of the term ‘adolescence’ is also puzzling because the first theorist of adolescence, the American psychoanalyst G. Stanley Hall, describes adaptation as central to this experience. Hall describes adolescence as follows:

Old moorings are constantly broken; adaptive plasticity to new environments – somatic, economic, industrial, social, moral and religious – was never so great. (I, vii)


Hall describes adolescence as a time in which the force of custom is challenged and/or accommodated via adaptation, so that it would seem to warrant the narrator’s attention. In the century following Hall’s work, the relationship of adaptation and adolescence has remained important, although it has been described in various ways. Alison Waller cites a recent definition by John Coleman and Leo Hendry:

We believe it makes sense to consider adolescence as a transition, while at the same time acknowledging that within this stage there are many turning points which have key significance for later adaptation. (Hendry and Coleman, cited in Waller, 30) 

Both critical definitions identify adaptation as necessary for acquisition of a future adult identity. However, if for Hall that process of adaptation is part of adolescence, for Coleman and Hendry adaptation continues beyond adolescence (‘later adaptation’), making it difficult to determine where and when adolescence ends and adulthood begins (and also, to distinguish between past, present and future). This suggests that , contrary to Medovoi’s claim, ‘age categories’ do not necessarily position an individual in ‘that duration that imaginatively corresponds to the life span’ in legible ways. If age categories are ‘forms’, they are not as ‘crystallised’ as he suggests. Given that the narrator seems aware of this and wishes to engage in satirical commentary about conventions of aging, it is odd that Benjamin’s life during his ‘adolescent’ years is not explored. After all, adolescence is curious. It is commonly understood as a period ‘between’ childhood and adulthood, partaking of elements of both but identical with neither. It is understood as a time when experimentation and rebellion are sanctioned (within variable limits).6 Adolescence has form, but its form is that it has no clear form (because it has no clear content). Its curious condition has been constructed as normative. This may be why it holds little interest for the narrator. The narrator’s phrase ‘normal ungrowth’ is suggestive, describing Benjamin’s reverse aging generally, and the particularities of his ‘adolescent’ experience, confusing the two. If the critical definitions of adolescence above reveal desires for clearly demarcated age categories, and for legible narratives of the transitions between them, then Fitzgerald’s narrator’s avoidance and exploitation of adolescence mocks the possibility of realising those desires. Importantly, though, the narrator profits from the ease with which ‘the strange force of custom’ can generate those narratives, those desires. This, like Benjamin himself, challenges conventional understandings and narratives of human development, and renders the narrator’s purpose unclear.  
Fitzgerald’s narrator, then, uses adolescence by not using it. This is achieved by constructing it as a gap. The gap dramatises the conventional understanding of adolescence as a form which has no clear form (the gap is nothing, but something; it is present as absence). But the narrator’s purpose is ambiguous. This is because he is ironic. Irony is founded, like Benjamin’s curious condition, on a principle of reversal. There is a gap between what the narrator means and what is said, creating ‘puzzles of recognition and of knowingness’ which Denise Riley notes irony accomplishes (147). The narrator is aware that the claim that ‘it will suffice’ to characterise Benjamin’s adolescence as ‘normal ungrowth’ could be found lacking (perhaps it is an invitation to fill the gap). 
The difficulty of ascertaining the narrator’s intent is related to Kirk Curnutt’s claims that there is no clear motive for the reverse-ageing motif in either story or film. Curnutt faults this; Fitzgerald’s story contains ‘something ramshackle about its overall thematic development, as if Fitzgerald himself were not quite sure of its point’ (6); the film ‘seems unsure of exactly what point it wants to make’ (9). Lack of certainty is the point. Medovoi argues, correctly,  that ‘age serves as a crucial axis of social and semiotic difference in its own right, with tremendous implications not only for the life courses and conditions of individuals and populations, but also for the metaphors, figures and narratives by which we are ideologically governed’ (657).  If age categories function as ‘moorings’, in Hall’s words, then Benjamin’s reverse aging poses questions about how age is read (Benjamin cannot be securely positioned on any ‘axis’ of difference). This has implications for the narrator, forced to adapt to Benjamin’s condition. How to tell Benjamin’s story when Benjamin challenges, or even renders redundant, conventional (customary) metaphors, figures, and narratives used to explicate age? The narrator turns to irony and satire, and finds a figure for adolescence – the gap. But if narratives of ageing are designed to govern individuals ideologically, what kinds of governing are effected by the short story and the film adaptation?
That the narrator is resistant to the term, experience and narratives of ‘adolescence’, while the film devotes attention to Benjamin’s life during his ‘twelfth and twenty-first year’ suggests that these texts read Benjamin and age differently. The film uses the period of Benjamin’s life between twelve and twenty one to give Benjamin a narrative corresponding in many respects to traditional male coming of age narratives (most particularly, the emphasis on a young man’s separation from family, his journey of discovery and sexual experimentation) in line with Jerome Hamilton Buckley’s often-cited description of the genre (17-18).7 Beginning around the age of fourteen, Benjamin embarks on a series of departures from the home for the elderly where he is raised by foster parents, and undergoes a series of picaresque adventures (he leaves his family, travels, gets a job on a tug-boat crew, visits a prostitute, and engages in an affair with Elizabeth Abbott, the wife of a British Trade Minister). His repeated pattern of departure and return from the boarding house nicely describes Hall’s depiction of adolescence: ‘old moorings are constantly broken’, so that the visits to the boarding house mark various ‘turning points’ in Benjamin’s life, necessitating that he adapt himself anew to each situation. (The boarding house has a corollary in the short story, in which Benjamin’s life is punctuated by encounters with a mirror, prompting him to respond, usually with bafflement and unease, to his curious condition.) Crucially, these picaresque adventures, and all the characters Benjamin meets along the way, are absent from the short story. This divergence between the texts makes sense; if (male) adolescence and youth in the 1920s was often regarded as falling within, in Twain’s terms, ‘the best part of life’ (supported by Hall’s work, with its privileging of white male experience and its frequent romanticisation and valorisation of adolescence) 8, then this story, concerned with reversals, might be expected to focus on other, less examined areas of life, and to resist that romanticisation. If the short story does not describe adolescence because it assumes audience familiarity with it, the film includes a representation of Benjamin’s life ‘between his twelfth and twenty-first year’ for exactly the same reason. However, the film provides a purposely anachronistic depiction of adolescence. Benjamin’s coming of age narrative seems particularly outdated (but note, familiar) in the twenty-first century, because it privileges white male heterosexual identity at a time when multiple, often less romanticised and celebrated, narratives of adolescence are in circulation.9 The film’s use of this outdated narrative is nostalgic, celebratory, non-ironic.
This attention given to Benjamin’s life ‘between his twelfth and twenty-first year’  emphasises the film’s investment in masculine narratives of ageing and its privileging of youth over other age categories. For example, Fincher’s Benjamin falls in love aged twelve, in 1930 (with Daisy). They do not begin a relationship until 1962, when Benjamin is aged fifty-four (and looks considerably younger), and Daisy is thirty-seven. This delay enables Benjamin to embark on his series of departures and return from the boarding house (to have his adventures), and when Benjamin and Daisy begin their relationship, it is when Benjamin begins his most spectacular reverse aging, when he is most youthfully attractive, most advantaged by the capital accruing to youth in American culture. Kathryn Lee Seidel argues that the technological effects by which Pitt’s Benjamin is rendered increasingly youthful in the film offer baby boomer audiences the opportunity to confront the inevitability of their own ageing and examine ‘the consequences of the wish to be young again’ (Seidel, in Curnutt et al, 26). However, the way in which the film includes this traditional male coming of age narrative surely suggests that the film wishes to fulfil, rather than interrogate, this wish. 




In a reading of Fitzgerald’s story, Henry Alexander argues that Benjamin’s reverse aging causes discrepancies to exist among ‘chronological age, physical appearance, and psychological life’ (2). That is, Benjamin’s physical appearance does not provide an accurate reading of his chronological age or psychological life, creating gaps between these features, underscoring that age can be read in multiple, contested ways – most obviously, as cultural construction and/or physiological condition. (Alexander’s listing of the ways age is read loses some efficacy because it fails to account for how cultural constructions of ageing might figure in his schema.) Benjamin’s curious condition challenges the distinction Hutcheon makes between ‘showing’ and ‘telling’ in adaptation (23). According to that distinction, the short story would ‘tell’ while the film ‘shows’ Benjamin’s curious condition. But in both texts, Benjamin’s curious condition shows their complex interdependence, as well as problems which can arise in distinguishing between, or prioritising, one at the expense of the other. In both story and film, Benjamin dramatises the fact that reading age may be primarily determined (told) by what is ‘shown’ (the reliance on physical appearance as a marker of age), while his curious condition is caused by the fact that what is shown cannot be relied upon; his physical appearance does not ‘tell’ him (as it does not tell the full story about any individual and age).      
Both texts explore the desire for legible narratives of human development, present in the definitions of adolescence by Hall, Coleman and Hendry. In different ways, they are governed by the narrative of human development which insists that individuals must grow up, must acquire an adult identity. It is imperative that Benjamin conform to this narrative, by adapting to his society. This entails closing those dramatic, disconcerting gaps between physical appearance, psychological life and chronological age. Benjamin must continually find ways of repairing or re-anchoring himself to, in Hall’s terms, those ‘old moorings’ which are ‘constantly broken’. He must display the adaptive faculty as Hutcheon defines it, even though Hutcheon is referring to the adaptation of texts: ‘the ability to repeat without copying, to embed difference in similarity, to be at once both self and other.  Adapters choose to use this faculty for any number of complicated reasons’ (174). Yet despite these important similarities, the texts differ in their negotiations of the gaps or ‘discrepancies’ which complicate efforts to read age, in Benjamin’s willingness to use the adaptive faculty, and in their employment of that ‘pointless’ reverse aging motif. 
Despite the fact that reading age entails the complex interrelationship of chronological age, physical appearance and psychological life, both the short story and film privilege physical appearance as a marker of age, identity and truth (in both, Benjamin falls in love at first sight). The body is the primary signifier by which age is read (the body as a ‘crystallised or reified form’ of the practice of aging). Nonetheless, whereas Fitzgerald’s story begins by closing the gap between Benjamin’s ‘physical appearance’ and ‘psychological life’, the film keeps it open, and is more attentive to ‘discrepancies’ (at least partly because the medium of film enables greater exploitation of their dramatic visual possibilities). Fitzgerald’s Benjamin is, distressingly, born as a seventy year old adult, with an adult’s command of language, asking who his father is, insisting ‘“my last name is certainly Button”’ when he is only a few hours old (8), while in the film he is initially depicted as a baby with cataracts, deafness, and ‘the faculties of a man well into his eighties’ (these ‘faculties’ seem physical rather than cognitive). In the aftermath of Benjamin’s birth, the narrator lingers on Benjamin’s father’s humiliation, his horror of walking through Baltimore city streets with his septuagenarian son, ‘past the home for the aged...’ (10). Most unsettlingly, the narrator confesses that Roger Button ‘wished passionately that his son was black’ (11), suggesting that the scandal of inter-racial adultery is preferable, in late nineteenth century Baltimore, to one who ages backwards.
The film realises Benjamin’s father’s wish to deny paternity, with Benjamin speedily abandoned by his father and taken in by Queenie, an African American woman who lives and works in a residential home for the elderly. These details are not present in, but suggested by the short story; whereas it turns away, in effect, from the home for the aged as possible mooring place, the film adaptation turns in at the boarding house. Physical appearance and appearances in general are still privileged, though; the boarding house setting is appropriate because Benjamin looks like an old man and because he is an anomaly, so he therefore makes his home in a place populated by some of America’s disenfranchised, vulnerable and neglected – the elderly, African-Americans. It is concern for custom (for appearances), not affection, which ensures that Benjamin’s father does not abandon him in Fitzgerald’s text. Whereas the film presents the home for the elderly as safe and welcoming, the story suggests that there is no place which would be hospitable to Benjamin. This – like its narrow or non-existent gap between ‘physical appearance’ and ‘psychological life’– ensures that Fitzgerald’s Benjamin is much less able to adapt. These differences also testify to the texts’ different orientations; while the film begins by participating in wish-fulfilment and treats Benjamin benignly, the story withholds happy resolutions and is unsparing in its treatment of Benjamin, also illustrated by the ways in which Benjamin’s adaptive faculty and the reverse aging motif are explored. 
In Fitzgerald’s story, unthinking dependence on ‘the strange force of custom’ in Benjamin’s community constitutes the story’s primary focus. People accept Benjamin only to the extent that his appearance does not conflict with the social ‘practices’ he engages in. The greater the discrepancy between Benjamin’s appearance and his actions, the more hostility is directed towards him. People urge Benjamin to adapt, but in ways which show the impossibility of doing so, as well as revealing how hard it is to determine what aspects of ageing can be managed (disciplined) and what cannot. Hildegarde, Benjamin’s wife, believes that Benjamin is stubborn and could ‘“simply stop”’ his reverse aging (37). His son Roscoe insists that ‘”This has gone too far to be a joke. It isn’t funny any longer. You – you behave yourself!” (42-43). So great is the reliance on physical appearance as a marker of age (an attitude that might, for the purposes of this article, be read as analogous to a belief that form cannot separate from content) that Benjamin’s community suffers from a kind of collective amnesia. Living only in the present, they are oblivious to Benjamin’s history and his previous challenges to convention, so that they are repeatedly confounded anew by him. 
In the film, Benjamin’s condition may be received with bafflement, but is usually accepted. Emphasis is placed on his ability to transform the lives of many unhappy people he encounters, by imparting optimistic lessons. These lessons seem designed to teach the value of breaking the force of custom. They emphasise the power of individuals to adapt and change.  As such, they imply that there is no single privileged way in which age is read and narrated (an attitude that might be read as analogous to the debunking of content). For example, Benjamin teaches Elizabeth Abbott that ‘anything is possible’, a message she repeats when asked, on television, to describe the achievement of being the oldest woman to swim the English Channel. Crucially, though, the film’s depiction of Benjamin is rooted in its celebratory, romantic, nostalgic version of adolescence, itself a privileged narrative of human development. To others, it seems that the adult Benjamin who dismisses the force of custom has not surrendered the idealism often thought to mark adolescence and youth – but Benjamin’s lack of cynicism and belief in unlimited possibilities is the mark of his youth (his belief has not been severely tested). 
By chance, Benjamin witnesses the televised interview with Elizabeth at a moment of crisis in his own life. His own advice, repeated back to him as if from an older and wiser individual, gives him brief hope. Benjamin’s sense of crisis is caused by impending fatherhood, which causes his first (and only) significant personal struggle with his curious condition and the first significant challenge to his positive worldview. The ‘force of custom’, so intransigent in the short story, has not markedly affected him thus far (indeed, it is because it has not that Benjamin retains faith in the individual’s abilities to pursue his or her own dreams as long as he does). But that force does mark the early and later periods of his life, when his appearance conflicts most with ‘practices’ he engages in.	Benjamin’s crisis is solved when he leaves his family on his daughter’s first birthday, on a motorbike, claiming to give mother and daughter the opportunity to construct a life in his absence,  believing that his child needs ‘“a father rather than a playmate”’. Curnutt finds this plot development troubling, arguing convincingly that Benjamin’s seeming selflessness enables him to enact a (masculine, heterosexual) fantasy (or mid-life crisis?) of a ‘second adolescence’, in which the responsibilities of adult life (often figured female)are relinquished, behaviour which the film appears to condone(6-7). Most importantly, though, this plot development underscores the film’s valorisation of youth. This valorisation is confirmed by its fetishizing of Benjamin’s youthful appearance, and the fact that when the film relaxes the tendency to focus on Benjamin’s appearance as indicator of age (thus privileging conventional narratives of ageing), it is nonetheless in order that Benjamin be given the opportunity to perform activities associated with traditional narratives of male adolescence (his picaresque adventures, his final motorbike departure). This overrides or undercuts the film’s central message – that age and convention should not impede an individual from following his or her desires. Fincher’s Benjamin, is after all, like Fitzgerald’s – neither can adapt to normative narratives (the strange force of custom) of human development and aging. Despite communicating optimistic messages to his daughter in postcards and letters which she reads after his death, such as ‘“it’s never too late, or in my case, too early, to be who you want to be”’, that there are ‘“no rules to this thing”’ that ‘“you can change or stay the same”’, this insistence on multiple narratives of development  is disproven by Benjamin’s actions and the film’s lack of interest in any but the most conventional narratives of ageing. 
Fitzgerald’s Benjamin makes little or no effort to adapt to his society’s narratives of aging; he simply moves through time, sometimes assimilating within his society (for example, in his twenties he looks fifty, but this does not hamper his abilities to get married and flourish professionally) and sometimes not (at one point his son Roscoe insists that Benjamin call him ‘uncle’ because ‘“it looks absurd for a boy of fifteen to call me by my first name”’ (43). Notably, the only action the narrator commends Benjamin for is his ‘famous business coup’ in which he formulates the proposal, then statute, that ‘all nails used in nailing up the boxes in which nails are shipped are the property of the shippee’ (33, emphasis in original). Benjamin’s innovation reframes the relationship between form and content as multiple, because it shows that content (nails) can be separate from and identical to form (part of what contains the nails). This experimental attitude is perhaps indicative of a desire on Benjamin’s part for age to be read differently within his society (to relinquish that reliance on physical appearance as marker of age). With one exception, this wish is never granted, and Benjamin’s desire is nowhere else in evidence in Fitzgerald’s text.  Benjamin’s passivity and failures to adapt underscore the difficulty of contesting dominant cultural narratives of ageing. 
That single exceptional moment of wish-fulfilment, though, is an important one: it is constituted by the attitude of the narrator, whose use of irony and satire (based on the premise that what is meant is not identical to what is said) betrays awareness that privileging appearance is not the only way to understand age, or identity. However, the narrator is deeply ambivalent, as irony and satire enable both conforming to and questioning of conventional narratives about ageing. It seems that Fitzgerald’s narrator suspects that conventional narratives of ageing represent a fantastical desire for legible ways of reading age. Fitzgerald’s story could be read as a cautionary tale about the perils of failing to read content as an illusion. Indeed, through detailing the life of Benjamin Button, the story exposes content as an illusion (opens a gap). The film, however, in its privileging of youth and of narratives privileging white male youth, at that, tries to restore the bond between form and content (close a gap). This desire for restoration between form and content is expressed as the desire for a legible narrative of ageing (in reverse, or otherwise). However, this is a fantasy, meaning that the film constitutes a nostalgic exercise of wish-fulfilment it cannot ultimately sustain (exit Benjamin, on the motorbike). 
Fitzgerald’s story is ahead of its time, with the narrator’s negotiation  and avoidance of the term ‘adolescence’ anticipating the increasing fracturing, proliferation and embracing of the indeterminacy of age categories in the twentieth century and beyond. Indeed, it finishes by projecting itself into the future, with Benjamin’s death occurring after 1922, the year in which the story was published. The film, on the other hand, looks anxiously backwards (it stops short of representing a post-Katrina world), and seems nostalgic for a period in which, it is imagined, youth and masculine youth in particular, was promising and privileged, and age was easily read. Fascinatingly, both texts confirm that ‘certain practices that represent an individual’s temporality’ could in fact produce certain age categories (the narratives of Benjamin’s reverse aging, which they comprise). 


In the case of Fitzgerald’s story and its adaptation, Benjamin’s life is described as the process of negotiating gaps (this, it has been argued, is also a useful way to think about adaptation generally). This process of negotiating gaps finds a figure in the concept of the button. Nina Edwards describes the button’s function:

Buttons are, quite simply, something for fastening two pieces of fabric together, usually in the form of a small disc or knob that passes through a buttonhole or loop. The word derives from the French bouton, which means bud – suggesting something living, pregnant with potential growth, something almost imperceptible from which much may follow and without which something would never have come into existence. Bouton itself derives from the Old French boton, from boter, meaning to thrust. So the word ‘button’ also implies something that bears fruit or flowers and, supposing the button thrusts its way through said buttonhole or loop, it becomes, in a sense, dynamic, with the implication that this something has a will of its own. (1-2)

Surely, Benjamin’s surname is not accidental. The short story says little about it, supporting Edwards’s  description of the  ‘comic or trivial associations we have with buttons, as to their being seen as intrinsically of very little significance, made from materials originally resourced for something of greater importance’ (47). The film adaptation does more – Benjamin’s father owns a button factory (in the short story, the family business is Wholesale Hardware). The film opens by showing buttons spilling onto the screen, depicting the logos of the companies involved in making the film. Fincher has commented that this was done to convey the ‘conjoined effort of two companies to bring this movie to fruition’10 so that in linking the two companies, the buttons perform their function.  Most importantly, though, in both short story and film, Benjamin functions as a button does in Edwards’s description. His reverse ageing necessitates the negotiation of various gaps or discrepancies, making him a figure for the process of adaptation. In the film in particular, Benjamin figures in the lives of others as someone ‘pregnant with potential growth, something almost imperceptible from which much may follow and without which something would never have come into existence’. 
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8. Hall’s work on adolescence is influenced by his unquestioning assumption of nineteenth century discourses of gender, race and class. For an account and critique of Hall’s privileging of white male adolescence and its legacies for narratives of adolescence, see McLennan (2009). 

9. For an account of the emphasis on disaffection often prioritised in contemporary narratives of white youth in particular, see Curnutt, “Teenage Wasteland.”
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